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three hours after he had left it. As he touched the gate he was
handed the cheque which was part of the wager.
floating propaganda
At Mahrisch-Ostrau, on the Czechoslovak-German frontier,
hundreds of bottles were seen floating down the Oder towards
Germany. One of them, being opened, was found to contain
packets of little leaflets printed on the thinnest paper with the
inscription "For Germany—against Hitler," and an appeal to
the German workers not to go to the polling-stations, or to
make the voting-papers invalid. When the German authorities
learned of this flotilla, detachments of S.S. (Nazi Guards) were
sent down the river in boats to intercept the bottles.
Sunday 15	germany and the league
The Council of the League of Nations, at a secret meeting,
yesterday decided to invite the German Government as a con-
tracting party to the Treaty of Locarno to take part in the
present discussions. The German Government accepted on
condition that their representatives shall be on a footing of
equality with the other Powers, and that the Powers concerned
are prepared forthwith to enter into negotiation on the German
peace proposals.
Last night Herr Hitler addressed a great meeting at Munich
and made several references to the present international prob-
lems. "I go my way," he said, "with the assurance of a somnam-
bulist, the way which Providence has sent me. I have tried to
see territorial problems in a reasonable light and to leave the
colonial problem to be settled by reason, in the conviction that
reason will finally make itself heard. Many people come to me
now and say, 'Herr Hitler, why do you not make a great gesture?'
They talk of gestures! But I have done something which is
worth a thousand gestures. I have put forward a scheme which
will ensure the peace of Europe for the next twenty-five years
by giving security to France, Belgium, and Holland."
the university sports
Cambridge beat Oxford in the University Sports at the White
City by eight events to three. A. G. K. Brown won the quarter-
mile in 49^- seconds, which is the second fastest time for this
race ever recorded.

